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Dragon ball season 2 episodes

Dragon Ball ZSeason 2DVD edition posterCount of OriginJapanNo. episodes35Explicable original networksFuji TelevisionOriginal editionMar 14 March 1990 (1990-03-14) –16 January, 1991 (1991-01-16)Chronology of the Season← Previous Season 1Next →Season 3List of Dragon Ball Z episodes The
second season of the Dragon Ball Z anime series includes captain Ginyu's bow, which consists of Part 1 of the Namek Saga. The episodes are produced by Toei Animation and are based on the last 26 tracks of the dragon ball manga by Akira Toriyma. The 34-episode season initially lasted from March
1990 to January 1991 in Japan on Fuji Television. The first English airing of the season was primarily on Fox, UPN and WB affiliate stations in the United States and Canada, where it ran from September 1997 to May 1998, when the show was withdrawn from the first run of the consortium. The English
dub of this season originally featured the third Dragon Ball Z movie Tree of Power as a three-part episode (it was named and aired as if it were part of a TV series). The episodes were aired in a heavily edited format released by Funimation Entertainment in collaboration with Geneon (then known as
Pioneer), Saban Entertainment and Canadian dubbing studio Ocean Productions. The partnership ended after the first 67 episodes of the series, and Funimation made its own dub for the rest of the series. Funimation named the series starting with Episode 67, using non-union voice actors from Texas,
adding a new musical score and making fewer changes to the content of the series. Their dubs from the rest of the second season aired in September 1999. In August 2004, Geneon lost his license to distribute video in the first 67 episodes of the show and was re-licensed by Funimation. The company
reworked these episodes, restoring the deleted content and re-casting the voice cast. The new dub was aired on Cartoon Network in 2005 and also aired in Canada, the UK, the Netherlands, Australia and the Republic of Ireland. [citation needed] Two songs were used throughout the season. The opening
theme, Cha-La Head-Cha-La, is performed by Hironobu Kageyaza, and the final theme is Detekoi Tobikiri Zenkai Power! (来来来zenkaiパ来ー!, Detekoi Tobikiri Zenkai Pawā!) is performed by Manna. The theme of the original English dubbing from 1997 is Rock the Dragon, performed by Jeremy Sweet.
The unsealed English redub from 2005 uses The Dragon Ball Z Movie theme by Mark Menza. Funimation released the season in a box set on May 22, 2007, and in June 2009 announced that it would be re-releaseing Dragon Ball Z in a new seven-to-do set called Dragon Boxes. Based on the original
masters series with frame-by-frame restoration, the first set was released on November 10, 2009. [1] List of episodes No.overallInitial dub no. Translated dub titleOriginal Japanese titleOriginal air dateEnglance airdate4029Honest to Goodness? There Lies Namek, Planet of Hope / Friends or enemies?
[Held captive] Transcript: Honto ni Honto? Is ga Kibō no Namekkusei (Japanese: 来ント来ント?天来来希望のドッド)March 14, 1990 (1990-03-14)September 20, 199722 August 2005 (re-dub) Gohan and others are captured by a group of space pirates who believe they are lackies villains named Frieza,
who sent some of his forces to take over their planet long ago. Suddenly, the station heads into the asteroid field, and Bulma runs towards the cockpit. It pushes the pilot out of the way and safely drives the ship out of the asteroid. After realizing that they are not enemies, the pirates allow Gohan, Krylin,
and Bulmia to leave. 4129Kind-hearted Aliens - There's the Six Star Ball Already / Look Out Below [Look Out Below]Transcript: Shinsetsu na Uchūjin — Ikinari Atta yo Ūshinchū (Japanese: 親来天宇宙天よ球)March 21, 1990 (1990-03-21)September 20, 199723 August 2005 (re-dub) With the help of
children, Bulma uses an abbreviation to get to Namek. After an emergency landing on the surface of the planet, two Namekians nurse them back to health. They offer help to three in search of Dragon Balls. 4230Planeta Freeza #79 — Vegeta recovers!! / Dragon ball hunt [Search continues]Transcription:
Wakusei Furīza Nanbā Nanajūkyū — Fukkatsu no Bejīta!! (Japanese: 惑リーリNO.79復活のドード!!) April 4, 1990 (1990-04-04)September 20, 199724 August 2005 (re-dub) As the search for dragon balls continues, with the help of Namekians, they are getting closer and closer to reaching all seven.
After returning to Earth, Goku escapes from the hospital and begins training. Meanwhile, Vegeta's ship reached its destination, and doctors began working on it. 4331 Dragon balls are found! Piccolo-san will also come back to life / Who is who?! [Friendly surprise] Transcript: Sorotta zo Doragon Bōru!
Pikkorosan mo Ikikaeru (In Japanese: 来来天ぞぞ⿓球!ドッド天ド)April 11, 1990 (1990-04-11)September 27, 1997225 (re-dub) Gohan, Krylin and Bulma are one Dragon Ball from making their wish. But while searching for the seventh Dragon Ball, their two Namekian friends reveal that they are not
Namekians at all. In fact, they are not even on Namek. Meanwhile, Vegeta learns that Frieza went to Namek to collect dragon balls. Not wanting to be beaten to the impact, Vegeta immediately explodes for Namek. 4432Difficious new enemy! Freeza, Emperor of the Universe / Touchdown on Namek
[Brood of Evil]Transcription: Arata on Kyōteki! Uchū no Teiō Furīza (In Japanese: 27, 199729 August 2005 (re-dub) Two Namekians reveal that they were stuck on this planet because their ship had broken down and they were planning to steal bulmy ship. They read their minds after her shipwreck, so
they displayed images of the Namekians over their true forms. Gohan, Bulma and Krylin, however, are able to escape from the clutches of two aliens, and continue their journey to Namek. After a long journey, Gohan and others celebrate their arrival in Namek, but their party is shortened by Vegeta's
arrival. However, this is not even their worst problem because Frieza is also on Namek. 4533 Vegeta's ambition! I am the greatest warrior in the Universe!! / Face-off on Namek [Frieza Strikes!] Transcript: Yabō not Bejīta! Uchūichi not Senshi wa Ore Da!! (Japanese望のドード!宇宙のの来天天来!!) On
April 25, 1990 (1990-04-25) on October 4, 1997203 (re-dub), Friez and his henchmen are already in possession of four Dragon Balls. Freiza learned of Vegeta's arrival, so he sends one of his henchmen, Cui, to him. Meanwhile, Gohan and Krillin see two Frieza henchmen looking for Dragon Balls, but
they are easily beaten. Cui thinks he's stronger than Vegeta, but he didn't calculate Vegeta's power after his time on Earth. Both take part in the battle, but Cui is destroyed effortlessly. 4634Goku's Power Unleashed! Six days to the far end of the galaxy / Absolute Friez [Against orders]Transcription: Gokū
Pawā Zenkai!! Ginga no Hate made Muikakan (Japanese: 来空パ来ー全開!! -河- -- --果 -- Gohan and Krillin fly to the nearby village of Namek to explore. Lurking behind a rock, they see Frieza and his henchmen trying to steal the fifth Dragon Ball. Upon returning to Earth, Master Roshi tells Goku
everything that happened on Namek and asks Goku for help, but he has not yet been healed. Yajirobe arrives with a bag of Senzu beans for Goku. Now that he is healed, he flies to Capsule Corp., where Dr. Brief made a replica of his spacecraft that contains a gravitational chamber to train on its way to
Namek. Goku immediately blows up for Namek. 4735 Surprise attack! Elder's goal was Scouters / Nameks vs. Frieza [Namek Defense]Transcription: Ihyō o Tsuita Kōgeki! Chōrō no Nerai wa Sukautā (Japanese: 意表来ド攻!! ⻑⽼の来ドー)May 9, 1990 (1990-1990) October 11, 19971111 (re-dub) Evil
Friez and his henchmen try to convince an elderly namekian from the village to hand over the Dragon Ball, killing most of the villagers. Gohan, who can't watch innocent Namekians get murdered anymore, is about to fly and save them when three Namekians appear. These three are you just need to
defeat Frieza's weaker henchmen, so the evil tyrant sends one of his best warriors, Dodoria, after them. 4836Gohan in danger! Chasing Dodoria evokes death / Escape from Dodoria [Hunted]Transcript: Gohan Ayaushi! Shi o Yobu Tsuisekisha Dodoria () 死 may 16飯, 1990 (1990-05-16)October 11呼ぶ
追, 1997 September 5, 2005 (re-dub) Dodoria enters battle and easily kills Namekian warriors. Without any other choice, the elder gives friezie the fifth ball, but despite the cooperation, he and namekian's boyfriend, Cargo, are killed. Before Dodoria can finish off namekian's dead boy, Gohan loses control
and takes steps to save him. He grabs the boy and takes off, with Krylina by his side. Dodoria accelerates after them. 4937Dodoria dies by explosion! Vegeta's Fearsome Shockwave / Secrets Revealed [Prince Fights]Transcript: Bakushi Dodoria! Bejīta no Osoru Beki Shōgekiha (Japanese: 来死ドリ!ド
ドードの恐ドべ来衝来波)May 23, 1990 (1990-05-23)October 18, 1997 September 6, 2005 (re-dub) Using the technique of Tien Solar Flare, Krylina, Gohan, and the boy Namekian, Dende, are able to escape from Dodoria. When the pink alien tries to return to Frieza, Vegeta appears, ready to settle the
result between him and Dodoria. Dodoria is surprised by Vegeta's new strength, and Prince Saiyan easily overpowers him. Asking for his life, Dodoria barters information about his freedom. He tells Vegeta that it was Frieza, not the asteroid, that destroyed the planet Vegeta. Although he is surprised by
this new revelation, he kills Dodoria anyway. 5038 Escape from the burning planet!! A Life-or-Death Kamehame-Ha / A Collision Course [Unexpected Problem]Transcription: Moeru Wakusei kara no Dasshutsu! Inochigake no Kamehameha (Japanese: 燃え⽇惑天来の脱天!! 命来けの天波)30 May 1990



(1990-05-30)18 October 1997 September 7, 2005 (re-dub) With Vegeta stronger, and Frieza on foot, Krylin doubts whether he and others will be able to collect Dragon Balls. Bulma hears from her father that Goku is already on her way to Namek. Meanwhile, Goku trains aboard his spacecraft for 20x
earth gravity. Suddenly, the asteroid collides with its ship, which targets the star directly. Goku is forced to summon every ounce of force he has to blow up his ship back on the course. Vegeta no longer needs a scout to sense the energy, he quickly finds another Dragon Ball. Vegeta threatens the elder,
another Namekian jumps in to protect his elder and dies. 5139 Courage times a hundred! Warriors gathered under Kaio / Stay away from Frieza [Vegeta has the ball]Transcript: Yūki Hyakubai! Kaiō no Moto ni Shūketsu Suru Senshitachi (In Japanese: 25, 1997Suly: On September 12, 2005 (re-dub),
Vegeta erases the entire village and takes the Dragon Ball. He then hides the Dragon Ball in nearby water to keep. Sensing the nearby destruction, Krylin and Gohan sensed that Vegeta had found the sixth Dragon Ball. With only one left, Dende and Krylina take off in the direction of Namekian's leader,
Guru. It is this oldest Namekian who holds the seventh Dragon Ball. Meanwhile, King Kai tells Goku that his friends have taken his place and they do not have to face Frieza. 5239Listen me, Goku! Hands Off Freeza / Stay away from Frieza [Past and Future]Transcript: Kike Gokū yo! Furīza ni wa Te o
Dasu na (Japanese: Agnieszkaけ空よ!天来来天天天)June 20, 1990 (1990-06-20)October 25, 1997 September 13, 2005 (re-dub) As Goku steps up his training, King Kai tells him that Yamcha, Tien, Chiaotzu and Piccolo came to train with him. However, King Kai discovered that Frieza was on Namek and
warned Goku not to approach him. Back on Namek, when Krylin and Dende head towards The Oldest Namek, Zarbon, one of frieza's henchmen, finds Vegeta and intends to destroy him. Vegeta shows her newfooli strength by easily defeating him. However, Zarbon says he has a trick up his sleeve.
5340Only goosebumps! Beautiful Warrior Zarbona Devil's Transformation / Zarbon Transformed Transcription: Hotondo Torihada! Bisenshi Zābon no Akuma no Henshin (Japanese: ほド来来肌!⽇来来ーボンの来魔の変⾝)June 27, 1990 (1990-06-27)October 25, 1997 September 14, 2005 (re-dub)
Realizing that it does not fit vegeta's increased power, Zarbon has no choice but to reveal his true power, transforming into a hideous reptile beast. In this form, it is much more powerful and begins to pound Vegeta. With a powerful stroke, he blows Vegeta to the bottom of the lake and is considered dead.
5441 Defend the Stars of Hope! Kuririn's Astonishing Power-Up / The Eldest Namek [Gift Guru]Transcript: Kibō no Hoshi o Mamore!! Kuririn Kyōi no Pawā Appu (Japanese: 希望のド来来!! パ来驚 July 4, 1990 (1990-07-04)November 1, 1997 September 15, 2005 (re-dub) Upon returning to his destination,
Krillin and Dende meet the oldest Namek, Guru, and his bodyguard Nail, who is very reminiscent of Piccolo. The wise old Namekian gives Krylin the last Dragon Ball, and seeing that he is clean, unlike Frieza, also awakens the hidden powers in him. When Krylin returns to others, Zarbon informs Frieza
that he killed Vegeta. When Frieza learns that Zarbon only assumes That Vegeta is dead, he makes him come back and find Vegeta. Zarbon arrives at the scene of the battle, pulls Vegeta out of the water and brings him back to Frieza's ship. Dende arrives and tells Nail what happened. 5542Back from
Death — Miracle Workers, Vegeta / Get Vegeta! [Piccolo vs. everyone] Transcript: Shi no Fuchi kara Yomigaetta — Kiseki no Otoko - Bejīta (死の淵天来よ来来え天来の男‧ドード)July 18, 1990 (1990-07-18)November 1, 1997 September 19, 2005 (re-dub) As Goku trains harder namek, Yamcha, Tien
and Chiaotzu complete the first test of King Kai. Even Piccolo helps in the second Test. Returning to Namek, Frieza's men are working to revive Vegeta, but he is still unconscious in the fight against Zarbon. Meanwhile, Krylin is still on his way back to Gohan and Bulma. 5643 Huge fighting power! Freeza's
Scheme is Shattered / Vegeta Revived Transcription: Dodekai Sentōryoku!! Kudakechiru Furīza no Inbō (Japanese: Agnieszka闘⼒!! 砕け散⽇ September 20, 2005謀., Vegeta has recovered and no one is watching him, breaking out of the medical chamber and hiding. Creates a redirect to move Frieza
and Zarbona away from the five Dragon Balls. He enters the main control room, where dragon balls are located, blows up a hole in the ship and flees. Furious at the loss of dragon balls, Frieza orders Zarbon to find Vegeta and dragon balls within an hour, or he will die. Vegeta finds a suitable hiding place
for the five Dragon Balls. He knows that Friez and his henchmen have no scouts and can't smell the energy signals, so they won't be able to find five bullets without combing the entire surface of the planet. 5744I return to my old self again! Goku Under 100-Times Super-Gravity / A Heavy Burden [Gohan,
Hunted]Transcript: Genki ga Modotta zo!! Hyakubai Chōjūryoku no Naka no Gokū (Japanese戻⽇ドぞ!! 100倍超⼒の-空)August 8, 1990 (1990-08-08)November 8, 199721 September 2005 (re-dub) Gohan suddenly senses an energy signal from the village, that Vegeta destroyed earlier, and goes check it
out. Krylinin returns to the cave to give Bulmia good news, but Zarbon and Vegeta followed him. They see that he has the Dragon Ball and decide to fight with each other. Zarbon thinks the fight will be as simple as it was the last time, but he doesn't know that Saiyan's strength increases after he recovers
from injury and Vegeta does a short job with him. He then takes Krylin's Dragon Ball back to where he hid the other five. Meanwhile, goku's ship is hitting a magnetic storm that causes the gravity machine to malfunction, causing gravity to increase to 100x normal. Although he can barely move, Goku sees
this as a new challenge and begins to train under intense gravity. 5845 Freezy's Secret Weapon! Devil's Special Corps Ginyu / Immortality denied [Unknown Enemies]Transcription: Furīza no Himitsu Heiki! Akuma not Ginyū Tokusentai 22特魔秘密兵, 1990(1990-08-22)15 November 1997 On September
22隊, 2005 (re-dub) Of both of his main henchmen killed by Vegeta, Frieza calls on his elite combat team, the Ginyu Force. Meanwhile, Gohan finds Vegeta's Dragon Ball hid underwater, and returns to the cave with him. However, he notices Vegeta on his way back and falls to the ground, hiding until
Vegeta threatens to blow up the area. Gohan reveals himself and is able to stop Vegeta from realizing that the last dragon ball is hiding right behind him. Amazed by his luck, Gohan brings dragon ball back to Krylin and Bulmy. He and Krillin set off towards guru's place, leaving the Dragon Ball in Bulmy's
possession. They hope that the Guru will awaken Gohan's hidden power. Vegeta returns to the village and discovers that he is missing a dragon ball and realizes that Gohan has taken it (he also draws conclusions about the dragon's radar), furious returns to the cave, but it was too late when Gohan,
Krylin and Bulma had already left. NA46Deciding Battle for the Whole Earth / Tree of Power: Episode 1Transscription: Chikyū Marugoto Chōkessen (Japanese: 地球来⽇来超来)NA November 15, 1997 Gohan, Krylin, Bulma and Oolong spend a quiet day camping, but that night a huge fire breaks out in a
nearby forest. Using their ki, Krylin and Gohan extinguished the fire and used dragon balls to restore the forest. Without the knowledge of our heroes, the fire was started by landing a space probe. The next morning, the space capsule begins reconnaissance and soon it turns out that it was sent by Saiyan,
Turles, who chose Earth to plant the Tree of Power. The tree absorbs the energy of the world, storing it in its fruits, and whoever eats it receives divine power. Minions turles the ground and create a gap in the ground to plant seeds. Meanwhile, Gohan befriends a Dragon rescued from a forest fire. Note:
This is an episodic version of the movie Dragon Ball Z with the same name. Appears only as part of an edited Saban dub. NA47Deciding Battle for the Whole Earth / Tree of Power: Episode 2Transscription: Chikyū Marugoto Chōkessen (Japanese: 地球⽇来超----------------- Earth's special forces go
outside, but their attacks don't even leave scratches on the tree. Turles' minions are about to appear, and turles break out of battle as Turles looks at their spaceship. Earth's special forces attack everything they have, but soon it turns out they don't fit together. Turles quickly notices the young Saiyan
Gohan and appears in front of him, trying to convince him to join him and help him conquer the universe. Gohan refuses, so Turles decides but Piccolo intervenes. Unfortunately it does not fit into Saiyan and is sent flying. When he saw Gohan's tail grow back, Turles decided to have some fun and create
an artificial moon, forcing Gohan to look at him and transform himself. Goku notices this and comes to the rescue, only to be attacked by Gohan in the great form of the Monkey. Goku finally manages to break his tail and restore it to normal. Note: This is an episodic version of the movie Dragon Ball Z with
the same name. Appears only as part of an edited Saban dub. NA48Deciding Battle for The Whole Earth / Tree of Power: Episode 3Transscription: Chikyū Marugoto Chōkessen (Japanese: 地球⽇天来超来)NA2 November 1997 Angry at the Turles abuse Gohan, Goku quickly defeats Turles' minions and
sets out to take on Turles. Goku and Turles duel begins one-on-one, and Goku has Turles on the ropes. However, the fruit of the tree eventually developed and Turles grabs one, taking a bite. With a sudden surge of power, Turles quickly turns the tables on Goku, but earthly special forces come to his
aid. When they take turles, Goku begins to create a Spiritual Bomb, but the Earth barely has energy anymore. The energy from the Tree suddenly falls into Goku and the Spiritual Bomb is complete. When the remaining heroes are defeated, Goku confronts Turles and each of them releases his final attack.
Goku's Spiritual Bomb overwhelms Ki Turles' attack and hits him with his head as he flies through the Tree. A massive Spiritual Bomb destroys the Power Tree and its energy returns to Earth. With the return of the room, our heroes enjoy another camping trip. Note: This is an episodic version of the movie
Dragon Ball Z with the same name. Appears only as part of an edited Saban dub. 5946–49Way, Bulma! Si Xing Qiu falls into the clutches of Freeza / Big Trouble for Bulma [Destination: Guru]Transcript: Buruma ga Abunai!! Sūshinchū wa Furīza no Te ni 四球リリーリの来来)August 29, 1990 (1990-08-
29)January 31, 1998226 September 2005 (re-dub) How Gohan and Krillin go to guru site to awaken Gohan's hidden powers, leave Bulma for a look into dragon ball. Frustrated by the loss of five Dragon Balls, Frieza begins to shoot powerful bursts of energy across Namek's surface. These explosions
cause the Dragon Ball to roll away from Bulmy and into nearby water. Bulma takes her submarine into the water to find the lost ball, but there she finds more than she expected. As she reaches for the ball, the giant crab thinks she's trying to steal her eggs and starts attacking Bulma. Bulma saves the crab
from falling rock, and the crab gives it the Dragon Ball. 6047–50Szarms!! Kaio-ken and Kamehame-Ha from Indomitable Spirit/Scramble for the Dragon Balls! [Bulmy's Big Day] Transcript: Gekitotsu da! no Tōshi no Kaiōken to Kamehameha (Japanese: 激突来! On September 5闘屈 1990波(1990-09-05)7
February 1998217 (re-dub) Bulma finally recovers the Dragon Ball, only to be captured by two frieza henchmen. She convinces them to find the rest of the Dragon Balls and make wishes. Knowing that he has more dragon ball knowledge than two of them, they take it with them. It leads them into the water
and straight to the giant crab that eats both of them. 6148–51A great battle is coming! Special Ginyu Corps enters the scene!! / The Arrival of The Ginyu Force [Hidden Power]Transcription: Semaru Chō-Kessen! Ginyū Tokusentai Tadaima Sanjō!! (Japanese: 天ド超来来!来天ドー特来隊只参!!) September
12, 1990 (1990-09-12)February 7, 1998 September 28, 2005 (re-dub) Krylin and Gohan finally reach guru's place, but Vegeta after them, determined to get the last Dragon Ball. When Krylin tries to stop Vegeta, Gohan has his hidden powers. Suddenly, everyone senses an incredibly powerful force
coming to the planet. Vegeta recognizes her as the Power of Ginyu. He tells Krylin and Gohan that Ginyu's Strength is much more powerful even than himself. Vegeta says that if they are to defeat them and prevent Friezie from making his wishes, they must cooperate. 6249–52Goku on the final approach!
Smash Through Freeza's Dragnet / Elite Warriors of the Universe... Ginyu Force [New Ally, New Problem]Transcription: Gokū ga Daisekkin! Furīza no Hōimō o Buchiyabure (Japanese: 来空来接近!ドリーリのド囲網来ぶ破来)September 19, 1990 (1990-09-19)February 14, 1998 September 29, 2005 (re-
dub) The Ginyu Force arrives at Namek. They are five extremely powerful warriors named Guldo, Jeice, Recoome, Burter, and Captain Ginyu. These five warriors specialize in creating flashy outings. Frieza tells them what dragon balls are and sends them to Vegeta. He tells Captain Ginyu to use his
scout to find dragon balls, while the other four deal with Vegeta. Krylin, meanwhile, is very reluctant to join forces with Vegeta, but Gohan knows Goku will do it, so he convinces Krylin to help. Ginyu's forces quickly discover where Vegeta and others are and are ready to fight. 6350–53Super-Magic or just
a trick!? Mr. Ghurd is angry! / Time Tricks and Body Binds [Guldo's Mind Binds]Transcript: Chōmajutsu ka Torikku ka!? Misutā Gurudo ga Okotta zo! (Japanese: 超魔天天リリック天!? Mr.ドルド来怒天ぞ!) September 26, 1990 (1990-09-26)February 14, 199833 October 2005 (re-dub) The weakest
member of the Ginyu Force, Guldo, takes steps to fight the powered Krillin and Gohan. Guldo quickly discovers that both Krylinin and Gohan are much more powerful than him, so he uses his special holding your breath while you stop. Krylina and Gohan rushed to the final blow several times, but each
time Guldo stops time and runs to a different place. He then reveals another trick: he uses his mysterious power to completely tie Krylin and Gohan. Not being able to move, they are at the mercy of Guldo. Seeing enough, Vegeta enters and quickly annihilates Guldo. 6451–54Dacoom! He's Bad, He's
Strong, He's Outrageous / No Refuge From Recoome [Recoome Unleashed]Transkrypcja: Mōi Rikūmu! Warukute Tsuyokute Tondemonai Yatsu (猛攻 1990-10-24)May 16奴強, 1998194 (re-dub) The next Ginyu Force fighter is a massive Recoome. Vegeta pulls out all the stops, but doesn't fit the
Recoome. The giant begins to play with Vegeta, despite the appeals of the other members of the Ginyu Force. When Vegeta did not enter service, Krylin entered to rescue him. Although he does his best, it's easy to beat him. 6552–55No die, Gohan! Goku finally touches down on the battlefield / Enter
Goku [Let the Battle Begin]Transcription: Shinu na Gohan! Gokū, Tsui ni Kessenjō ni Tōchaku Da (Japanese: 死ぬ⽇来飯!来空、⽇来到着来)October 31, 1990 (1990-10-31)May 23, 1998155 (re-dub) Because Krylina and Vegeta can no longer fight, Gohan is the only one left to fight. Captain Ginyu, the
Leader of the Force, locates all seven Dragon Balls and moves them to Frieza. Frieza tries to make a wish, but realizes that she does not know what to do. He figures must be a password. Meanwhile, Gohan gives him everything he has against Recoome, but the giant warrior is too strong. Just as he is
about to finish off Gohan, everyone senses the gigantic power coming to the planet. Krylina, Gohan and Vegeta realize it's Goku. 6653–56 Uncommon strength!! Son Goku, legendary Super Saiyan / Goku... Super Saiyan? [Goku's New Power] Transcript: Ketahazure not Tsuyosa! Densetsu no Sūpā
Saiyajin Son Gokū (Japanese: 来ド来来の強来!! 伝説の超ヤ孫来空)November 7, 1990-11-07)May 23, 1998666666666. (re-dub) Goku finally arrived at Namek, and finds Krylina, Gohan and Vegeta near death. He gives them all senzu beans and prepares to fight the Ginyu Force. One blow to the gut, puts
Recoome out of commission. Goku's training at 100 times normal gravity greatly increased his strength. 6753–56Lightning Balls of Red and Blue! Jheese and Butta Attack Goku / Goku... Super Saiyan? [Legend revealed] Transcript: Aka to Ao not Raitoningu Bōru! Jīsu to Bāta ga Gokū o Osō (⾚⻘の光球!
ドースドード来来空来襲来)November 14, 1990 (1990-11-14)May 23, 1998111 (re-dub) With Recoome beaten by a single blow, The other two members of the Ginyu Force, Burter and Jeice, fight Goku, but none of their quick attacks work against him. They try to hit him, but their blows seem to pass
through Goku. It washes so quickly that it seems that it does not even move. Vegeta believes Goku has become a legendary Saiyan warrior, the Super Saiyan. If true, Goku will be the first Super Saiyan in millennia. 6854In the end of a direct confrontation! Captain Ginyu takes the field / Ginyu Assault
[Ginyu Assault]Transcript: Tsui ni Chokusetsu Taiketsu!! Ginyū Taichō no Odemashi Da (Japanese直接対来 !! 来ドー隊⻑の来)November 21, 1990 (1990-11-21)September 13, 1999 Goku easily defeats Burter. Terrified Jeice flies away to capture Captain Ginyu. Vegeta then performs both Recoome and
Burter, despite Goku's allegations. Meanwhile, Frieza sets out towards guru's place, hoping to uncover the secret of using Dragon Balls. Goku, Vegeta, Krylin and Gohan feel that Frieza is on the move, but the Dragon Balls remain in their place. They realize that this may be their only chance to make their
wish. 6955Assasy strength! Have you seen the full power of Goku? / Incredible strength! [Incredible strength!] Transcript: Susamajii Hakuryoku! Mita ka, Gokū no Furu Pawā (Japanese: 来来来⼒!! 来天、来空のドルパ来ー)November 28, 1990 (1990-11-28)September 13, 1999 when Captain Ginyu arrives,
Vegeta leaves Goku to get dragon balls for himself. Krylina and Gohan leave to get the Dragon Radar from Bulmy so they can find the Balls in front of Vegeta. Jeice tells Captain Ginyu how powerful Goku is, but the captain is convinced he can defeat him. Goku decides to skip the warm-up immediately
and make the most of his power. When it turns on, Jeice measures its power level on the scanner. He is shocked as the level continues to rise higher and higher, eventually exceeding captain Ginyu's maximum. Captain Ginyu does not believe in the scanner and begins to fight Goku. 7056What about the
outcome of the battle!? Freeza's evil hand closes around The Great Elder/Frieza Approaches [Frieza Approaches]Transcript: Tatakai no Yukue!? Saichōrō ni Semaru Furīza no Ma no Te (Japanese: 闘のド⽅!? 最⻑⽼来来ドwz魔の来)December 5, 1990 (1990-12-05)September 14, 1999 Goku is obviously
more powerful than Ginyu, but the captain will not give up so easily. Meanwhile, Guru sends Dende to give Krylin and Gohan the password to use dragon balls. Frieza arrives at guru's place, demanding to know the slogan of dragon balls. The last three Namekians arrive as well. But despite Nail's pleas,
they were going to fight Frieza, but the tyrant easily kills them. Although Nail informs him that dragon balls will disappear after guru's death, Frieza confronts the Guru to get the password anyway. Goku is Ginyu and Ginyu is Goku/Goku is Ginyu and Ginyu is Goku [Goku is Ginyu and Ginyu is
Goku]Transcript: Bikkuri! Gokū ga Ginyū de Ginyū ga Gokū (ドックリ! 来空来来ー来来ー来来空)December 12, 1990 (1990-12-12)September 15, 1999 Nail leads Frieza away from Guru's place so he can't hurt himself. He begins to fight Frieza, but it seems that he was unable to stop him, although he will
not give him time for Dende to provide the Dragon Balls slogan to the fighters Z. Gohan and Krylin receive dragon radar from Bulmy and head towards frieza spacecraft. Meanwhile, Goku wins the fight against Captain Ginyu. Realizing that he can't win, Captain Ginyu decides to use his special power:
changing his body. He seriously hurt himself in Goku's horror and fires a beam of light from his mouth and into Goku: two switch bodies. Ginyu, as Goku, flies back towards frieza's spaceship, leaving Goku in Ginyu's slaying body. 7258Come Forth, Super Shen Long! Give me my wish / Cry of the Eternal
Dragon [Calling the Eternal Dragon]Transcription: Ide yo Sūpā Shenron! On December ボ 19願,よ超⿓ 1990え, Krillin and Gohan arrive at friezaえ's spacecraft and find the Dragon's Bullets, not knowing that Vegeta is not far away. When they both try to figure out what the password is, Jeice and Captain
Ginyu, in Goku's body, also arrive. Masked Ginyu tries to trick Krylin into believing he is Goku. Gohan realizes, however, that this is not the real Goku. Goku, in captain Ginyu's destroyed body, arrives and tells Krylin and Gohan what happened. Now it's up to Gohan and Krylin to defeat Captain Ginyu.
7359It's not me! Gohan, Don't Lose Your Nerve, Hit Your Father!! / Gohan- Defeat your dad! [Gohan, beat your dad!] Transcript: Yatsu wa Ora ja Nē! Gohan Bibiru on Chichi o Ute!! (Japanese: 奴ララ来ゃ来0!agnieszka飯天ドド⽗来!!) January 9, 1991 (1991-01-09)September 17, 1999 Ginyu tries to
power Goku's body, but it turns out that Goku is right, Ginyu can not reach the full potential of goku, because he does not know how to unite the body and mind. But even with relatively low power, it can still overpower both Krylin and Gohan. Vegeta arrives and begins to fight Jeica. After recovering from
serious injuries, Vegeta greatly increased his power and easily overpowered and killed Jeice. 7460Ups! Ginyu turned into a frog / Captain Ginyu... Frog [Captain Ginyu... Frog]Transcript: Daigosan! Ginyū ga Kaeru ni Natchatta (Japanese誤算!! September 20, 1999 Realizingゃ that it does not fit the
renovated Vegeta, Captain Ginyu decides to use his trick on it. Once again, he allows his body to be beaten, so his opponent will be very weak after the change. Just as Captain Ginyu uses the trick, Goku recognizes the movement and captures the beam of light, switching back to his old body. Captain
Ginyu tries to change the vegeta again. Goku throws a frog to intercept the transfer. The frog, in Ginyu's body, jumps into the water, while Ginyu, in the frog's body, escapes. After defeating the Ginyu Forces, Goku recovers in the isolation chamber on frieza spacecraft. Vegeta finds two pairs of Saiyan
armor that Krylina and Gohan can wear in the upcoming fight against Frieza. Testimonials ^ Funimation Entertainment announces the first release of Dragon Box in the USA (Press Release). Funimation. 20 July 2009 Archived from the original on September 15, 2009. Accessed August 28, 2009. Source :
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